
 

REGENERATION FARM 
-Sale Contract- 

Local Pasture Raised Heritage Hogs 
 
 
Seller:  
Regeneration Farm, LLC 
1412 E. Columbia St. 
Seattle, WA 98122 
regenerationfarm@gmail.com 
 
Farm located at: 
16215 140 th Pl. NE 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
 
Andrew Green - (206) 271-1028 
Antoine Wilson - (951) 837-5439 

 
Buyer: 
Name 
 
Address 
 
 
 
 
Phone 
 
Email 

 
 
Sale Contract: 
Regeneration Farm sells ____ pasture raised hog/s to ____________________.         
Hogs are crosses of the heritage breeds Hereford, Gloucestershire Old Spot and Berkshire.             
All hogs will be raised humanely, fed farm crops, on-farm forage and non-GMO feed, and               
rotated to new pasture multiple times throughout the growing season. Buyer may inspect             
live hogs on-farm during any point pre-slaughter with two days advanced notification            
given to Regeneration Farm to allow for scheduling. If buyer has a desired hang weight               
please note here: _____ lbs. Regeneration Farm cannot guarantee any specific weight,            
but will make our best attempt to meet requests..  
 
Pricing will be based on hang weight (weight after slaughter) - $5.50/lb for a whole hog,                
$6.00/lb for a half hog, $6.50/lb for a quarter hog - plus slaughter, butchering and               
packaging fees. Attached to this document (or on our website) is price breakdown             
including average processing fees for reference. An initial non-refundable deposit is due            
upon signing of this contract. The deposit for a whole hog is $400, half hog is $200 and a                   
quarter hog is $100. Total remainder (total price per hog hang weight, plus fees, less               
deposit) is due upon receiving the product (unless payment plan is agreed upon between              
parties and amended to this contract). August 31st, 2019 is the deadline for order              
cancellation without further penalty. After August 31st, 2019 the buyer is responsible and             
liable for full amount of this contract which includes slaughter and processing fees and              
total price per hog hang weight. If Regeneration Farm is not able to supply the desired                
quantity of pork from its own production, Regeneration Farm will notify Buyer as soon as               

 

mailto:regenerationfarm@gmail.com


the information is known. Buyer and Seller may agree that Seller should source the              
shortfall from other local farms we know to be of high quality or that Seller will provide a                  
reduced quantity.  
 
Seller will notify Buyer one month ahead of planned slaughter. Slaughter will occur after              
October 25th, 2019. Two weeks ahead of anticipated slaughter is the deadline to alter order               
processing (butchering) instructions. Regeneration Farm will notify the Buyer         
immediately when a delivery date or required pick up time is known. Once slaughtered,              
pork will be refrigerated or on ice at all times until delivery or pick up. Upon receipt of pork                   
Buyer assumes full responsibility, care and preservation of product.  
 
If Buyer has quality concerns upon receiving the pork, Buyer must immediately notify             
Regeneration Farm of any issues and provide photographic documentation. In the event of             
any dispute, quality of pork must be maintained by buyer at all times during dispute               
resolution. Pork must be handled in accordance with USDA food safety guidelines for fresh              
pork (attached to this document) and be kept in refrigeration below 40 degrees fahrenheit              
for no more than five days after which it is kept in a freezer below zero degrees fahrenheit                  
until dispute has been resolved. Buyer can also store pork in freezer below zero degrees               
fahrenheit immediately after receiving pork. If pork does not meet high standards of             
quality the Seller guarantees the Buyer refund or replacement of affected product. In the              
event of any discrepancies, disputes or unforeseen circumstances, Buyer and Seller agree            
to work together in due diligence towards a mutually acceptable resolution. If a resolution              
is not forthcoming Seller and Buyer will propose and agree to a mutually accepted third               
party to aid in dispute resolution prior to filing of any lawsuit. 
 
 

Signature of Buyer 
 
Name:  ________________________________ Date: ______________ 
 
 
Signature:  ______________________________ 

 
 

Signature of Seller 
 
Name:  ________________________________ Date: ________________ 
 
 
Signature:  ______________________________ 
 
 

 


